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“Your partner in
becoming globally
competitive”
We are pleased to bring you another edition of the Autofocus. This newsletter is one of the platforms that we
use to illustrate that the Automotive Industry Development Centre (AIDC) is indeed “Your partner in becoming
globally competitive”.
As the AIDC we have good stories from the last quarter.
We received a clean audit report -unquailed report with no matters of emphasis- for the 2020/21 Financial
Year. This award is evidence of our commitment to running a stable and transparent organization that can
account for all its business activities.
We welcome all the newly appointed staff members and look forward to their contribution to the success of
the AIDC.
Our Incubation Centres at Ford Motor South Africa and NISSAN SA continue to play a significant role in the
production from the Ford Ranger and Nissan Navara respectively.
Through the Supplier and Enterprise Development Department the AIDC assisted its graduate incubatee
JAMSCO to participate in the KAIZEN Af rica conference where they applauded greatly for the way they
implement Kaizen methods to their production line.
As the country has moved to Alert Level one, we are implanting a 75% staff rotation at all our sites to ensure
that we maintain the standard of service that we offer.
Let us continue to do our utmost to curb the spread of Covid-19 by following the protocols of washing our
hands, sanitizing, keeping a social distance and wearing a mask. We would like to encourage all, who are so
inclined, to get the vaccine for Covid-19.

Keep Safe
AIDC Management
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THE AIDC ACHIEVES
A CLEAN AUDIT

T

he Automotive Industry Development Centre has obtained a Clean Audit which is an Unqualified Report
with no material findings for the for the 2020/2021 Financial Year. A clean audit relates to three aspects;
the financial statements are free from material misstatements, there are no material findings on the

annual performance report and lastly, there are no material findings on non-compliance with key legislation
Misstatements are incorrect or omitted information in the financial statements. These include the incorrect or
incomplete classification of transactions, or incorrect values placed on assets, liabilities or financial obligations
and commitments.
According to the Auditor General (AG) the objective of an audit of financial statements is to express an audit
opinion on whether the financial statements fairly present the financial position of auditees at financial year-end
and the results of their operations for that financial year. The AG can express one of the following audit opinions:

CLEAN AUDIT OUTCOME:

ADVERSE AUDIT OPINION:

The financial statements are free from material

The financial statements contain material

misstatements (in other words, a financially

misstatements that are not confined to specific

unqualified audit opinion) and there are no material

amounts, or the misstatements represent a substantial

findings on reporting on performance objectives or

portion of the financial statements.

non-compliance with legislation.
DISCLAIMER OF AUDIT OPINION:
FINANCIALLY UNQUALIFIED AUDIT OPINION:

The auditee provided insufficient evidence in the form

The financial statements contain no material

of documentation on which to base an audit opinion.

misstatements. Unless we express a clean audit

The lack of sufficient evidence is not confined to

outcome, findings have been raised on either

specific amounts or represents a substantial portion of

reporting on predetermined objectives or non-

the information contained in the financial statements.

compliance with legislation, or both these aspects.
QUALIFIED AUDIT OPINION:
The financial statements contain material
misstatements in specific amounts, or there is
insufficient evidence for us to conclude that specific
amounts included in the financial statements are not
materially misstated.
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This is a great improvement from the previous year where
we had an Unqualified Audit Report with some material
findings. The attainment of a Clean Audit is in line with
our commitment to good governance through financial
compliance and internal controls.

Although, the AIDC achieved a Clean Audit, there were areas of concern including:
∙

Property, Plant and Equipment (PPE): Annual assessment of useful lives, residual values, and depreciation
methods were not in line with Generally Recognized Accounting Practices.

∙

Accounting treatment of some minor assets were not disclosed and there was inconsistent application of
non-depreciation of assets.

∙

Assets selected for physical verification could not be found.

∙

Moveable Assets - were not recorded individually on the asset register.

The Acting Chief Executive Officer of the AIDC Mr Jameel Chand says “This is a great improvement from the
previous year where we had an Unqualified Audit Report with some material findings. The attainment of a Clean
Audit is in line with our commitment to good governance through financial compliance and internal controls.
Chand expressed gratitude to AIDC staff saying “I would like to thank each one of you for your contribution to
this achievement. Let us continue to work diligently to ensure that we maintain this standard”
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THE REVISED ANNUAL
PERFORMANCE PLAN
FOR 2021

T

he Automotive Industry Development

oriented projects aimed at retaining and attracting

Centre serves to develop the automotive

investments in the automotive and allied-related

manufacturing sector to globally

sector with a focus on enterprise development;

competitive standards of excellence, through

support BBBEE SMME development, skills

a world-class value proposition which enables

development and limited logistical infrastructure

effective and sustainable socio-economic growth.

in line with the Gauteng provincial government’s
objectives of transformation, modernization and

The AIDC is tasked by the Gauteng Growth and

re-industrialisation (TMR).

Development Agency with special developmental-

In the execution of its mandate the AIDC has developed a number of programmes. These programmes are
directly aligned to the shareholder expectations for the achievement of the following socio-economic objectives:
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Indicators, Annual and Quarterly Targets for 2021/22
Output Indicators

Annual Targets

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Number of unemployed people trained

1000

250

250

250

250

Number of Trade assessments for the unemployed

70

15

20

15

20

300

60

70

80

90

3500

300

700

1000

1500

R174m

R24m

R25m

R25m

R100m

R3m

R250k

R250k

R500k

R2m

R300K

R50k

R50k

R50k

R150

32

10

10

6

6

25%

-

-

-

25%

13

-

-

-

13

1

-

-

-

1

R45m

R11 m

R11m

R11m

R12m

Number of new township automotive hubs

1 Hub at

-

-

-

1 Hub at

Operationalised

Chamdor in

Chamdor in

Mogale City

Mogale City

people
Number of unemployed individuals placed in
employment
Number of indirect jobs facilitated through
strategic partnerships
Rand value of Private investment facilitated for the
construction of road K217
Rand value of Private investment facilitated for the
development TAC Retail Hub
Rand value of private investment facilitated for the
development Inland Port
Number of SMMEs in Gauteng that participates
in the automotive component manufacturing
efficiency improvement programme
Average % of productivity improvement in
companies intervened with the efﬁciency
improvement programme
Number of businesses incubated at the Incubators
at Ford and Nissan
Number of businesses graduated out of the
incubators at Ford and Nissan
Rand value generated by SMME’s operating within
the AIDC Incubation Programmes

Rand value generated by SMME’s operating within

R1m

R100K

R200K

R300K R400K

R15m

R2.5m

R2.5m

R5m

R5m

40

-

-

-

40

15

-

-

-

15

3

-

-

-

3

the AIDC Winterveldt Hub
Rand value of fleet management on City of
Tshwane (CoT) contract set aside for Historically
disadvantaged SME’s
Number of SMME’s benefiting through the City of
Tshwane fleet management contract.
Number of new SMME’s created at Gauteng taxi
ranks
Number of Gauteng taxi ranks sites identified for
the Toyota SA partnership Project
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Meet Our

NEW EMPLOYEES
Chief Financial

Her experience includes, maintaining effective and

Off icer

eff icient expenditure and revenue management,

Department: Finance

developing, implementing and maintaining a

Start date: 01

procurement (Supply Chain Management) policy

September 2021

and procedures in line with applicable legislation,
Managing Compliance with PFMA Treasury
Regulation (TR) and other applicable legislation,
Monthly, Quarterly and Yearly Reporting including

Precious Mbingo

f inancial statements and monitoring of internal and

Mrs. Precious Mbingo is a chartered accountant

external audit to the Audit and Risk Committee

who has 16 years’ experience (including post

and the Board, identif ication and coordination

articles experience of 10 years) in the f inance

of risks for the f inance department, monitoring

profession, with a strong background in f inancial

of the budget spending including variance

accounting, f inancial management and auditing.

analysis and reporting, preparation of the f inance

She was the member (nominated by Financial

departmental strategy and ensure alignment with

Services Board) of the Financial Standards

the organization’s strategic plan and also report

Reporting Council f rom 2015 to 2017.

progress on the set targets.

Temporary Business

Chrysler SA in various positions ranging from Trainee

Development

Industrial Engineer and promoted until the level of

Manager:

National Bus Sales Marketing Manager and Ford Motor

Department: BDD

Company SA as Programme Coordinator for Total

Start date: 01 August

Cost Management and Lean Manufacturing. Asanda

2021

also worked for Government and Public Enterprises.
Currently, Asanda is the Managing Member of
Solanga Consulting- a fleet management consulting

Asanda Mzinyati

and advisory company based in Pretoria. Recently

With 27 years of experience in the automotive

concluded projects include fleet advisory services

industry, Mr. Asanda Mzinyati started his career

for Merafong Local Municipality, Matlosana Local

at Mercedes-Benz SA as an Industrial Engineer.

Municipality, Garibi Local Municipality, and Khara

He held various Sales and Operations positions at

Hais Local Municipality. He has also concluded

management level including Executive Director at

fleet management projects in the corporate

Netstar. He also worked for Altech Netstar (Pty) Ltd

space including Avis Fleet Management and

as an Executive, Volkswagen SA as a National and

University Organisation where he advised on Fleet

Africa Sales Manager (Buses and Coaches), Daimler

Management Strategy and Replacement Planning.
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Temporary HR

competency to build industrial relations capability at

Manager: Employee

operational level to ensure the HR team and Managers

Relations and

are well equipped to effectively manage discipline in

Wellness

the workplace.

Department: HR
Start date: 01 August

Amongst other roles, she plays a critical role in

2021

developing and executing human resource strategy
in support of the overall business plan and strategic
direction of the organisation, specif ically in the areas

Nonotshe Ramphele

Ms. Nonotshe Ramphele has been appointed
in various Senior HR roles. She served as a Chief
People’s Off icer at Siyakha, Group HR Executive at
Atlantis Group of Companies, Head of HR for Fiat
Group Automobiles SA & Chrysler SA and many
other big companies that she has worked for. Her
experience within the Human Capital community
spans over more than twelve years working for the
private sector. Nonoshe has very strong ER and
wellness expertise. She has developed and maintained

of talent management, succession planning, change
management, organisational and performance
management, learning and development and
compensation. Her aim is to use human capital to
help meet the organisation’s vision, and to ensure
the maximum return f rom our talent by creating an
attractive organisational culture that encourages
happiness and commitment.
Nonoshe is good at creating an engaging environment

labour relations strategies which is aligned to the

where employees can work hard and play hard as well

labour relations laws and ensured awareness and

as Identifying team building opportunities. She comes

compliance on LRA and amendments. Nonotshehas

strong in eliminating unfair discrimination through

represented companies at CCMA and MIBCO for

the effective utilisation of HR policies and practices, as

both conciliations and arbitrations. She is strong in

well as designing and implementing affirmative action

managing discipline in the workplace and has the

measures.

Department
Manager: Facilities
Maintenance
Management
Department: FMM
Start date: 01
November 2021

Given Amukelani Mabuza

Mr Given Mabuza holds a B-Tech in Quantity
Surveying. He is currently studying towards his
f inal year BSc (Hons) Quantity Surveying with Wits
University. He has more than 10 years’ experience
in Facilities Management within the public sector
and private sector. He has a proven track record of
success in managing and controlling costs relating
to buildings, completing projects on schedule,
ensuring buildings are compliant to safety
regulations and standards.
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Meet Our

NEW EMPLOYEES
Business
Development Off icer
Department: BDD
Start date: 01
November 2021

Rirhandzu Ellen Khoza

Ms. Rirhandzu Ellen Khoza holds a National
Diploma in Operations Management and a
Diploma in Business Management. Her career
started in 2008 as an Enterprise Development
Intern. She worked in the private sector for more
than 10 years.

Marketing Assistant

in Journalism. She is currently studying

Department:

towards a BA Honours Degree in Integrated

Marketing

Organisational Communications with University

Start date: 01

of South Af rica. Ms Mphahlele started her career

November 2021

in 2017 as an Editorial Intern for a period of 1 year.
After completing her internship programme, she
then started working as a Content Coordinator
for SA HomeOwner Magazine, responsible

Lerato Mphahlele

for writing and proof reading features and

Ms. Lerato Mphahlele holds a Bachelor of Arts in

coordinating editorial deadlines with the editor.

Communication Science and National Certif icate

Senior Project

and Postgraduate Diploma in Project Management as

Manager

well as a Certificate in Production Management. He is

Department: Special

currently studying towards LLB Degree with University

Programmes

of South Africa, Masters in Management & governance

Start date: 01

with Wits and Emerging leadership programmes

November 2021

with Henley Business School. Mr Masete started his
career in 2009 with Transnet as Industrial Engineering
Trainee for a period of 1 year and in 2010 participated

Emmanuel Masete

in Transnet programme as Technician in Training for a

Mr. Emmanuel Masete holds a National Diploma in

period of 1 year. He was then promoted as Continuous

Industrial Engineering, B-Tech in Industrial Engineering

Improvement Officer position from 2011.
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Department Manager:

last decade, Mr. Deon Smit have been operating within

Special Programmes

a highly entrepreneurial environment which migrated

(Fixed Term contract)

into the technology & innovation space. Deon was

Department: Special

responsible for new Venture Creation and Company

Programmes

Start-ups which required hands-on involvement,

Start date: 1 October

management and collaboration across the entire

2021

New Business Value Chain..
Mr. Deon Smit is performing the New Business

Deon Smit

Development role from market research, cold calling,

Mr. Deon Smit has been living and operating out

setting up & manning trade shows, through to the

of France since 2015, in a Managing Executive

establishment of route to market business partner

capacity, also directly performing the New Business

and customer relationships. Due to his OEM Industrial

Development role, within the European OEM

Engineering background, he has a natural affinity

Automotive & Industrial market. His experience

towards continuous process improvement. Deon’s

encompasses a diverse Automotive and Industrial

business approach is adventurous, yet simultaneously

Business Development network f rom South Af rica

collaborative and process driven, with adherence to

through to international HQ levels and have now re-

Corporate Governance, due to the combined corporate

entered the South Af rican corporate sector. Over the

and entrepreneurial journey he followed to date.

Senior Server

Project Management Fundamentals. Mr Ernest Moll

Administrator

started his career with the North West Provincial

Department:

Government as an Intern Junior Network Controller

Information,

for a year. He was then appointed as a Senior IT

Communication and

Technician for 4 years and was further promoted as

Technology. Start

an IT Systems Engineer for 18 months. Mr. Ernest

date: 1 October 2021

Moll worked as an IT Systems Engineer for the last 4
years before joining the AIDC. He is passionate about

Ernest Mosimanekala Moll

Mr. Ernest Moll has a National Diploma in Computer

ICT and ensuring that the company achieves its
objectives through technology.

Systems Engineering, ITIL Version 3 Foundation and
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Meet Our

NEW EMPLOYEES
Junior Project

(NQF Level 6). Mr Sewela has3 years of working

Manager: Incubation

experience, in Industrial Engineering and 2

Programmes

years project management experience with

Department:

the Automotive Sector. Koketso started his

Incubation

career with AIDC under SEDD where he was

Programmes

an Industrial Engineering Intern and mainly

Start date: 1 October

focusing on lean manufacturing and Kaizen

2021

projects for a period of 1 year in 2018 placed at

Koketso Sewela

Nissan Incubation Centre. In 2019 Mr. Koketso

Mr. Koketso Sewela has an Advanced Diploma

Sewela was transferred to IPD as a Trainee

in Industrial Engineering (NQF Level 7) and

Project Manager, and continued assisting the

National Diploma in Industrial Engineering

programme to achieve its goals and objectives.

Trade Test Centre
Assessor: Fitter and
Turner
Department: TTC
Start date: 13 October
2021

Gift Motloung

Ms Gift Motloung is a qualif ied Fitter and
Turner Ar tisan in Mechanical Engineering and
registered Assessor. She has vast experience
of ser ving mining industr y for over 4 years as
Assessor and facilitator. She previously worked
for AIDC as Trade Test Assessor: Fitter and
Turner over a period of 6 months.

Trade Test Centre

Section 13 Auto Electrician and holds an Assessor

Assessor: Automotive

/ Facilitator certif icate amongst other trade

Electrician

certif icates that qualify him as a Trade Test

Department: TTC

Centre Assessor. He is a CAS Senior support and

Start date: 18 October

technical trainer with total work experience of

2021

more than 10 years. Eric’s career in the industry
started in 1994 as an Auto Electrician with

Eric Peter du Toit

Mr. Eric du Toit is a qualif ied Trade Tested
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Witbank Diesel Services, he progressed to be of
service for the likes of Barloworld Equipment
CAT, PUTCO and Probe IMT.

NEW ROAD TO UNLOCK AFRICA’S
FIRST AUTOMOTIVE CITY.

T

he ambitious plan to create Af rica’s f irst

The K217 is a provincial road which completes the road

Automotive City in Rosslyn, has taken a

network in the CoT region 1 area. This provincial route

massive step towards commencement.

has been on the Gauteng Department of Roads and

The Tshwane Automotive City (TAC) Project

Transport’s plans from the 1980s but was not prioritized

Management Off ice (PMO) is pleased to announce

due to the unavailability of funds. The pledge by some

that the TAC Masterplan which was developed

of the key investors in the area aims to change this by

in 2016, has recently been adopted by the City of

supporting the authorities with funding, land donations

Tshwane Municipality’s Council into their region

and other technical contributions that will accelerate

1 - Regional Spatial Development Framework

the road construction. These initiatives together with

(RSDF). As part of this adoption, the city also plans

the adoption of the TAC Masterplan have enabled the

to avail the necessary funding in line with the

province to obtain budget funding for phase one of

TAC Masterplan. The Tshwane Automotive City is a

this road in the current financial year. The approximate

strategic inf rastructure programme that is aimed

length of the entire road is 11 kilometers. On completion,

at creating a Living and a Productive City, through

the road is planned to become a class 2 road with 4

stimulating automotive vehicle assembly and

lanes and it will act as both a freight and public transport

component manufacturing by accelerating

link between Pyramid South Terminal through K6,

the development of key inf rastructure such

Soshanguve, Rosslyn, and the Orchards area to the N4

as logistics, residential and recreational areas,

Bakwena Highway.

through public and private partnerships in

This road development will immediately trigger the

Rosslyn and adjacent areas.

development of an Inland Port Precinct and unlock a

The decision to adopt the TAC Masterplan came

R5 billion mixed use development by the Rosslyn Hub

after a number of consultations that have taken

Development Company (Pty) Ltd. The Inland Port will

place between industry, impacted community

support large OEM’s like Nissan, BMW and Ford to

representatives and council members f rom all

export vehicles more efficiently, thereby enabling them

functions within the city.

to increase production volumes which would see them

After the City of Tshwane Council’s decision

invest further in the region.

to adopt the TAC Masterplan, the Automotive

Rosslyn Hub is a mixed-use development that will support

Industry Development Centre (AIDC), the

the Inland Port by providing a Vehicle Distribution Centre,

Gauteng Provincial Government and various key

Truck Staging area and Logistics Node. These will be

developers in the area have recommended and

developed in close proximity to a retail centre, private

requested authorities to commence with the

school and rental housing units as part of its first phase.

construction of the provincial K217 road, which

Further phases will include a hospital, motor showrooms

unlocks over R50 billion worth of investments

and a regional mall linked to a hotel and conference

within the TAC boundaries.

centre, within a pedestrian friendly, landscaped precinct.

The adoption by the council, necessitates that the

These two catalytic investments will facilitate further

K217 road development be urgently fast-tracked

investment development by Cosmopolitan Projects,

as this is the catalytic inf rastructure for the entire

M&T Developments and others totaling R 50 billion in the

TAC development, linking Rosslyn to Soshanguve

medium term. In total these projects will create over

in the north and to the N4 in the south.

64 000 jobs on completion.
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Covid-19 Vaccine at the Automotive Supplier Park

THE PFIZER
VACCINE IS
AVAILABLE AT
THE ASP

COVID-19
VACCINE
AWARENESS

Who:
When:
Where:
Bring:

All AIDC staff, Tenants, Contractors,
and family members
Look out for announcements for the
next roll-out
Faurecia Clinic, Building E4
ID document

Please make sure that you are registered by dialling

*134*832*IDNUMBER# on your mobile phone
Brought to you by Clicks and Faurecia
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Ford Creates 1 200 Jobs at Silverton Assembly Plant

MODERNISED RANGER
ASSEMBLY LINE LAUNCHED

F

ord South Africa has created around 1 200 incremental jobs by adding a third shift as part of the $1.05-billion
investment in its Silverton Assembly Plant.
The local workforce has increased from the current 4 200 Ford South Africa employees to approximately 5 000,

along with an additional 440 jobs at the plant’s on-site service provider. This takes the total Ford employees at the
Silverton facility to over 4 100, with 850 people employed at Ford’s Struandale Engine Plant in Gqeberha (formerly
Port Elizabeth). The reintroduction of the third shift will support expanded production of the current Ranger pickup
to meet strong local and international demand. It will also enable an increased production capacity for the nextgeneration Ranger, starting in 2022.
This is the first use of a three-shift production schedule since it was implemented as a temporary measure during
the second half of 2019 to fulfil higher production volumes required for the current Ranger – and will see the Silverton
Assembly Plant operating around the clock, five days a week.

Ford South Africa has created around 1 200 incremental jobs
by adding a third shift as part of the $1.05-billion investment
in its Silverton Assembly Plant.
“Our key objectives with the $1.05-billion investment in

growing as we head into the most exciting and dynamic

the Silverton Assembly Plant and our supplier facilities

chapter of Ford’s history in South Africa yet as we prepare

are to expand our production capacity, and to introduce

for the next-generation Ranger in 2022,” Berry adds.

the most advanced technologies and systems as we

With the additional shift, the Silverton Assembly Plant

modernise our manufacturing operations to bring them

will be capable of producing up to 720 vehicles per

in line with the best in the world,” says Ockert Berry, VP

day, or 240 units per shift – which equates to one new

Operations at Ford South Africa.

Ranger coming off the line every two minutes. Two-

“Crucially for our communities, the higher production

thirds of the Rangers produced are exported to more

volumes mean more jobs, and we are delighted to

than 100 global markets, including Europe where it

add the 1 200 jobs that now fill the third shift from the

is the top-selling pickup. The balance is sold in South

beginning of September,” Berry says. “We first ran three

Africa, regularly achieving overall top-three sales.

shifts and 24-hour production for a limited period in 2019

When the next-generation Ranger is launched in

to meet higher volume targets, and we are delighted

2022, the facility will have an annual installed capacity

to reinstate this extra shift as a permanent fixture as we

for 200 000 vehicles – which is nearly double the

ramp up our production.

110 000 units it was capable of when production

“The employees that were brought on board and

of the current Ranger pickup began in 2011, and a

trained in 2019 were given first option to take up the

significant increase from the 168 000 units prior to the

new positions, and it is fantastic to see our Ford family

commencement of the latest investment.
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Our Incubation Centre

Modernised, more efficient,
higher-volume assembly line

To realise the new production targets, the Silverton
plant’s assembly line has undergone an extensive
transformation focused on wide-ranging upgrades to
modernise the facility, enhance efficiency and improve
production quality throughout the plant. Additionally,
Ford is currently constructing an all-new Body Shop
and Stamping Plant on the Silverton site, along with
a new in-house Frame Line in the adjacent Tshwane
Automotive Special Economic Zone (TASEZ).
Most of the assembly line changes were completed
during a strategic seven-week shutdown of the plant
in July and August this year, with construction and
engineering teams swooping in to remove the old
equipment and install the latest technologies and
production systems.
“The seven-week shutdown enabled us to implement
the largest and most comprehensive upgrade and
modernisation of the Silverton Assembly Plant to
date,” says Plant Manager Tim Day. “Our entire focus
is on being world-class and comparable with the best
Ford manufacturing plants globally. This is essential as
we work towards delivering the required production
volumes and achieving the highest quality levels for our
customers.

“The biggest change has been a total redesign of the
plant layout,” Day says. “The progressive evolution of the
plant saw it growing organically over the years, which
resulted in a less-than-ideal layout. Accordingly, we’ve
completely reworked the assembly line to maximise
efficiency through the vehicle assembly and validation
processes.
“We’ve removed roughly a kilometre and 20 transactions
out of the previous assembly line flow by eliminating the
back-and-forth movement of vehicles within the plant
during the various stages of production,” he adds. “This
will result in all of the manufacturing processes and
quality checks being performed in the zone where it’s
manufactured, contributing towards greater efficiency
and more effective quality control before the vehicle
moves to the next station.”

Investing in people

Extensive training has been completed with the
existing and new Silverton Assembly Plant employees
and suppliers to facilitate the smooth transition and
implementation of the new technologies and systems.
“People are our most important and valuable asset,
so along with the plant upgrades and associated
training, we have also invested in the aesthetics and
practical elements of the entire facility to turn it into a

AIDC |
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more modern, relaxed, respectful and welcoming work
environment,” Day says.
“It’s important that we look after employees’ overall
wellbeing, ensuring that they feel comfortable and
motivated to come to work and deliver their best.
Accordingly, we are revamping existing canteens and
installing new facilities, and building smaller, modern
kitchens in many of the areas that employees can use
at their convenience to make the plant more people
friendly.
“This is a really exciting time for Ford in South Africa, and
for the country as a whole,” Day concludes. “There’s a
real buzz around the employees, suppliers, construction
contractors and the surrounding communities as the farreaching investment and rapid changes we announced
for the Silverton Assembly Plant and the Tshwane
Automotive SEZ are transformed into reality. People are
seeing and appreciating the prospects for growth and
economic upliftment, which will not only impact them,
but will have a long-lasting effect on their children and
future generations.”

Story Supplied by FORD MOTORS SA
Automotive Industry Development Centre’s Incubation
Centre at FORD
The AIDC’s Automotive Incubation Centre at Ford
currently houses companies who supply automotive
components directly to the FORD production line for the
Ford Ranger. Each of the incubatees are subcontracted
to a Tier 1 component supplier who then provides
technical mentoring as required for the duration of the
incubation programme. The AIDC’s incubation centre at
FORD is the predecessor to the facility at NISSAN SA.
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THE FIRST ALLNEW NISSAN
NAVARA ROLLS
OFF THE LINE:
BUILT IN AFRICA FOR AFRICA

T

he first Nissan Navara vehicles to be

employees due to COVID-19 regulations, as the rest

manufactured in Africa by Africans have

of the company celebrated the milestone virtually.

begun rolling off the Nissan manufacturing

“This is a significant day for Nissan continentally,”

production facility in Rosslyn on their way to South

said Whitfield. “Three years ago, Nissan South

Africa and the rest of Africa.

Africa had the privilege of answering President

The official start of production (SOP) was witnessed

Cyril Ramaphosa’s ‘Thuma mina’ call on behalf of

by Mike Whitfield, Africa Regional Business Unit

Nissan, by pledging R3-billion towards his appeal

Managing Director; Kabelo Rabotho, Nissan South

to rebuild South Africa. Today we are meeting that

Africa Country Director; Shafick Solomons, Nissan

commitment, vehicles made in Africa for Africa

South Africa Plant Director; and a group of Nissan

going out into the market.
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I would like to say how immensely proud I am of the
committed men and women who endured many challenges
under unprecedented conditions to locally produce the
Navara in our world-class production facility.
Rabotho said that COVID-19 had been a major

worked passionately on the project, ensuring that

disruption worldwide, but Nissan South Af rica

we build the iconic Navara for the Af rican market

employees had been more than up for the

within Nissan’s global quality standards.”

challenge.

Nissan had the privilege of graduating 12 Ghanaian

“I would like to say how immensely proud I am of

engineers who have returned to their own country

the committed men and women who endured

to start setting up Nissan’s f irst assembly plant in

many challenges under unprecedented conditions

the West Af rican country next year.

to locally produce the Navara in our world-class

“From a people perspective, it has been very

production facility.”

fulf illing and motivational to share our skills and our

Solomons agreed: “Our team has been incredible

capabilities across the Af rican continent. There are

and agile.”

a lot of positives that come out of this process for us

For Solomons, the f irst vehicle rolling off the

and for Af rica,” Solomons continued. “It’s important

production line is the culmination of an intense

that we develop this relationship and continue to be

period of upskilling and training of South Af rican

seen as one of the leaders in Af rica, for Af rica.”

staff to meet and exceed Nissan’s exacting global

Rabotho agreed: “At Nissan South Af rica, we

quality standards, while making Rosslyn the

understand that our organisational growth is

Japanese automaker’s light commercial vehicle

closely tied to that of the community we operate

manufacturing hub for the continent.

in. Through the Navara, we expect to continue to

“This f irst Navara built in our Rosslyn plant for

redef ine the light commercial vehicle segment

the Af rican market is a signif icant milestone in

whilst contributing positively to the South Af rican

the Navara journey, which has been unfolding

economy.”

for a number of years. It speaks to the long-term
commitment of Nissan Motor Limited to Af rica
together with the many men and women who have
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Story supplied by NISSAN SA.

The Automotive Industry Development Centre’s
Incubation Centre at Nissan
The AIDC offers a facility at the assembly plant in which new companies are accommodated and linked directly
to Nissan’s value chain including the production of the Nissan Navara.
In South Africa, the AIDC pioneered the incubation programme with the aim of providing support to emerging
black players during their start-up phase. These enterprises benefit from operating within the incubation facility,
receiving subsidised rental, mentorship; training; business development and financial support, from industry
experts. The initiative is in line with the AIDC’s mandate to create jobs and develop sustainable SMMEs in the
automotive sector.

Objectives of the
Incubation Centre:

Some of the outcomes of the
incubation programme include:

•

•

Identify aspirant entrepreneurs and nurture them
into successful businesses,

•
•

•

sector

Provide business support, mentoring and training

•

Job creation within the new companies

to the incubatees,

•

Increase in skills development and training

Identify opportunities in the automotive sector
for new components to be included in the

•

The creation of new BBBEE companies in the auto

activities
•

AIDC’s Incubation programme aided Nissan South

empowerment programme;

Africa to deliver on its long-awaited investment

Identify opportunities in the automotive sector

promise of securing Navara’s production in the

so that incubatees can be phased out of the

country. It is the long-term development aspect

incubation to independently run their businesses.

initiated by Government that impressed the

The ultimate objective of the incubation is to

principals in Japan to grant Nissan SA with the

increase the local content of the sector thereby

rights to produce the Navara line in SA.

increasing South Africa’s industry global
competitiveness and in support of the 2035 SA
Automotive Masterplan.
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BMW Group South Africa starts production of

THE NEW BMW X3 AT ITS
ROSSLYN PLANT.

T

he next chapter in South Af rica’s automotive story gets underway this week as BMW Group South
Af rica starts production of the new BMW X3 Sports Activity Vehicle (SAV) at its Rosslyn plant, outside
Pretoria. Building on the success of its predecessor, this occasion once again demonstrates the BMW

Group’s commitment to its operations in South Af rica.
The X3 was f irst produced at BMW Group Plant Rosslyn in April 2018 after a R6.2bn investment in the plant
to prepare it for production. This was the biggest investment of its kind at the time for BMW Group South
Af rica. Following the assembly of the 200,000th BMW X3 at Plant Rosslyn on Friday, 6 August 2021, today the
BMW Group South Af rica is proud to reach another production milestone.

Success of the X3 to date

BMW’s factories are famous for their flexibility, and

The continuation of the BMW X3 story in South

Plant Rosslyn is no different. BMW Group Plant

Af rica demonstrates BMW’s commitment to

Rosslyn was the f irst plant built by the BMW Group

operations in the country and follows on the sales

outside of Germany. The plant built the BMW 3

success of the model that has been established as a

Series for 35 years, manufacturing 1,191,604 units

clear leader in the segment in 2020.

during the period and increasing production with

With strong numbers achieved in the f irst half of

each new model.

2021, the vehicle has not only been a success locally
but also abroad with 95% of the cars produced at

We achieve more together when #WeAreUnited

Plant Rosslyn destined for export to close to 30

Peter van Binsbergen, CEO of BMW Group South

markets.

Af rica and Sub-Saharan Af rica, says: “The production

For the last three years in a row, BMW Group South

of the new BMW X3 at Plant Rosslyn is a huge vote of

Af rica claimed segment leadership as the top-selling

conf idence in this country and in BMW Group South

luxury car brand in the country.

Af rica’s associates. This result was achieved through
our associates’ hard work and efforts, despite the

Protecting livelihoods and securing the

diff icult economic conditions over the past few

future of the plant

years. Plant management and our associates at the

This continuous trend further secures the future of

plant have my full backing and support to deliver

Plant Rosslyn, as well as the livelihoods of more than

the best results on such a crucial vehicle in our

40 000 people directly and indirectly employed at

network. We are excited and determined to continue

BMW Group South Af rica’s facilities and within the

contributing to the global success story of BMW X

supply chain.

models,” van Binsbergen concluded.
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Johan Mouton, Technical Director at Plant Rosslyn, says: “As a BMW family and as part of the X-family, we
are driven by a passion for excellence, and striving to always be number one. With this model, we have been
given yet another opportunity to prove our competitiveness and strength as the natural choice for BMW X3
production, for South Af rica and the world.”

Building on the success of its predecessor, this occasion
once again demonstrates the BMW Group’s commitment to
its operations in South Africa.

Story supplied by the BMW Group
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The AIDC’s Graduate Incubatee dazzles at

THE AFRICA KAIZEN
ANNUAL CONFERENCE
Sodecia SA identified an opportunity for Jamsco to supply
a pressed component bracket that fits on the dash panel
as an engineering change to the Ford T6 Ranger. In
addition to supplying more than 360 000 brackets, Jamsco
has achieved Zero PPM’s. Jamsco supports Ford with
corner hub and brake callipers assemblies, shock absorber
and coil springs assemblies, stabilizer bar assemblies, rear
axle assemblies and adhering to the strictest safety, quality
standards through continuous improvement. Jamsco also
does extensive skills training and transfer to people in the
neighbouring communities.

Jamsco Team

T

The AIDC has supported Jamsco through many Kaizen
projects from its time at the AIDC Incubation Centre and
even recently as a direct supplier to Ford SA.

he Africa Kaizen Annual Conference was held

Jamsco’s presentation was on reducing the Number of

from the 24th to the 26th of August 2021. The

defective axels supplied to customers by using Kaizen

government of Tanzania, the African Union

methods. The Director for Jamsco, Haley Eagle was

Development Agency (AUDA-NEPAD), and the Japan

accompanied by Joy Tloubatla, an employee responsible

International Cooperation Agency (JICA) hosted the

for implementing Kaizen, who presented the material.

conference in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania and online under

Although Jamsco did not win in their category Supplier

the theme “Opportunities to Accelerate Industrialization

and Enterprise Development Manager at the AIDC. Claude

and Trade in Africa: Streamlining Kaizen/QPI with Digital

Pillay says “we would like to congratulate them for being

Technologies, Start-ups, SMEs Development and Home-

short listed to do the presentation. It was not an easy task

Grown Economic Activities in Africa”.

to put together their presentation and pre-record the video
and they were very excited to do all of that without a single

The Automotive Industry Development Centre (AIDC)

complaint.” Jamsco will receive a certificate from JICA for

recommended its graduate incubatee from the Incubation

their participation.

Centre at Ford, Jamsco Automotive Assemblies, to

Eagle says Haley says” the Jamsco story is one of how the

participate in the conference after a selection process that

Gauteng government through the AIDC, private business

included very competitive submissions.

and a willing team achieved excellence”.

Jamsco Automotive Assemblies is a 100% black female

” KAIZEN is really applicable in any environment

owned business established in 2012 supplying quality parts

and any sector”. Beauty Mbatyoti –

to Tier 1 supplier Sodecia SA, that end up on the Ford T6

Project Manager: Supplier and Enterprise Development

Ranger. The business has more than 50 people working
day and night shifts to support the OEM production

“Kaizen is a Japanese word meaning “continuous

requirements. With the strategic partnerships formed,

improvement.”
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SMME Profile

LAR-TECH
What is your name? What is your (position) in this company? Motsaka
Martin Ledwaba- Managing Director
What is the name of your company? What is the interesting history of
inspiration behind this name? LAR-TECH Panel beaters and Spray
painters. The name emanated from Lehlobo a Ndebele name for
Harvest.
When did you start your company? 2013
How did you start the company? I started the shop with the help of
Marsh Insurance Brokers through their adopt a shop programme
What kind of work do you do? Which services do you offer? We offer
autobody repair service
How many people do you employ? 25 Staff members
Do you have women, youth, and people with disabilities working with you?
We have four women and three youths.
What do you appreciate most about your work? Bringing a smile, with
quality repaired vehicles, to customers that were devastated by the
damaged vehicle..

Covid-19

How did the pandemic affect your business? It has
really brought huge challenges on cashflow due

AIDC

How has the AIDC assisted you? Through our

to the reduced number of repairs

collaboration with the AIDC we have managed

Which techniques did you employ to make

to receive our Funding pay-out from Small

it through the most difficult time? Through

Enterprise Funding Agency.

downscaling and reducing of Staff.
What did the pandemic teach you? It is important
to diversify your market and have reserves for
rainy days
What is your vision for the future? To grow within
the industry and great more opportunities for the
up-and-coming youth.

Cnr Dane & Kelpie street, Glen Austin, Midrand
Lehlobo Trading Enterprise Pty Ltd
Email: motsaka@lar-tech.co.za
Tel: 010 590 0690 | Tel: 011 312 8337 |Cell: 0835627548
Web: www.lar-tech.co.za
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LET US RETURN
TO WORK

A

s you are aware, South Af rica was placed

∙

Entity CEO’s will continue to determine

on Lockdown Level one effective f rom

additional staff requirements based on the

Friday, 1 October 2021. After this, the

entity’s operational requirements.

Gauteng Department of Economic Development

∙

Human Resources managers at each entity

(GDED) has issued an advisory which addressed

shall continue to record and monitor the

the return-to-work approach of the Department.

rotation schedules at each entity.

The adjusted working arrangements take into

∙

Covid compliance off icers at each entity shall

consideration the service delivery obligations of

continue to ensure that all safety measures are

the Department, the needs of service recipients

in place and available for the additional staff,

and the safety of staff.

reporting to the off ice for duty.

In keeping with this approach, the following

While Covid-19 regulations have eased, please

resolutions have since been approved by GGDA

continue to observe all health protocols – wash

Group EXCO:

or sanitize your hands regularly, always wear a

∙

26

Increase in staff rotation f rom 30% to 75%

mask in public and maintain the appropriate

with effect f rom Wednesday, 20 October 2021.

social distancing measures in place. Staff and

Department managers will be responsible for

their families are encouraged to vaccinate against

their respective units’ rotation schedule.

Covid-19.
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LABOUR CORNER
Know your rights

unions and employers’ organisations may form

Workers’ rights in South Africa are among the

Bargaining Councils.

paramount rights enshrined in the Constitution.

Employment Equity Act, Act of (EEA)

The following labour rights are enshrined in the

The EEA prohibits unfair discrimination in employment,

Constitution under sections 18 and 23.

defined to include a wide range of policies and

∙

Everyone has the right to fair labour practices.

procedures. It also requires designated employers

∙

Every worker has the right to form and join a trade

(employers with 50 or more employees, or an annual

∙

union and to participate in the union’s activities.

turnover as specified in Schedule 4 of the EEA) to

∙

Every worker has the right to strike

formulate an Employment Equity plan (EEA13) and to

∙

Every employer has the right to form and join

submit reports (EEA2 and EEA4) to the Department of

an employers’ organization and to participate in

Labour.

the activities of the organization; and

Skills Development Act, Act 97 of 1998 (SDA)

Every trade union, employers’ organization

The SDA regulates standard settings, training, and

and employer has the right to engage in

development by requiring employers (with an annual

collective bargaining.

expenditure on salaries exceeding R500,000.00) to

∙

contribute 1% of their payroll to the fund infrastructure
Know the Law

established by the SDA.

In addition to the Constitution the following legislation

Unemployment Insurance Fund (UIF)

regulates labour relations in South Africa in general:

UIF provides short term relief to workers when they

Labour Relations Act, Act 66 of 1995 (LRA)

become unemployed or are unable to work because of

The LRA remains the principal labour statute and

maternity or adoption leave, or illness. It also provides

regulates collective rights and provides protection

relief to the dependants of a deceased contributor.

against labour practices. The LRA regulates trade unions

It is the employer’s responsibility to pay over the

and employers’ organisations and establishes key

unemployment insurance contributions (2% of the

dispute resolution agencies in the form of the CCMA and

employee’s salary) although both the employer and

labour courts.

employee equally contribute 1%.

Basic Conditions of Employment Act, Act of

Compensation for Occupational Injury and

1997 (BCEA)

Diseases Act, Act 130 of 1993 (COIDA)

The BCEA establishes and enforces the minimum

When injured on duty or becoming sick because of your

statutory terms on which employers and employees

work, an employee can claim compensation from the

may contract.

Compensation Fund. Families or dependants can also

Sectoral Determinations

claim if their breadwinner dies because of a work-related

A Sectoral Determination controls the terms and

accident or disease. All employers must register with the

conditions of employment in a particular sector where

Compensation Commissioner and will be rated annually,

there is no centralised collective bargaining, and which

after which payments must be made.

requires detailed and specific regulations. Conditions in

Occupational Health and Safety Act, Act 85

a Sectoral Determination may differ from those in the

of 1993 (OHSA)

BCEA but will rank superior.

OHSA regulates health and safety conditions in the

Bargaining Council Agreements

workplace. Legislation applies to all employers in terms

Bargaining Councils deal with collective agreements,

of creating a safe and healthy working environment.

solve labour disputes, establish various schemes, and

Certain regulations must be implemented when the

make proposals on labour policies and laws. Trade

employer employs five or more employees.
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Telephone: 012 564 5001
Email: info@aidc.co.za

Physical Address:
30 Helium Road
Automotive Supplier Park
Rosslyn EXT 2
0200
Postal Address:
Private Bag X35
Rosslyn
0200

